Abstract. According to the characteristics of military supply chain, we design the indicator of performance evaluation based on the key factors of supply chain strategy in this paper. When talking about estimating performance evaluation, in order to materialize the punitive or stimulant request that decision-maker performs towards decision-making factors, but constant weight synthesis method can't fulfill the request, so an improved fuzzy evaluating model based on hierarchy variable weight is put forward.
Introduction
Military supply chain is a new kind of logistics support mode, adapting to the needs of the development of the information war and network war [1] . It puts together purchase, stock, transportation and ultimately armies, which brings the advantages of the supply chain into full play and gains the maximum benefits of the supply chain. In order to evaluate the integrated effect of military supply chain and improve the performance of military supply chain, reasonable evaluation methods and appropriate evaluation indicators should be adopted to get the feedback information timely in the process of military supply chain management [2] .
Traditional performance evaluation methods of supply chain include linear weighted method, multi-objective fuzzy evaluation, probability and statistics based ways, etc [3] , which give reasonable evaluation results in most circumstances. However, two main drawbacks lie in the traditional methods: the value setting of indicators and the weighting of each indicator. Generally, the values of most indicators for evaluating the performance of the military supply chain are hard to set quantitatively. Moreover, the lower value of one single indicator will greatly reduce the overall performance whereas the higher value of one single indicator will not necessarily make the overall performance increased significantly. Therefore, the indicator's weight should change with the evaluation value where penalty weight should be larger than the awarding value. In this paper, a fuzzy evaluating model based on variable weight and corresponding indicators concerning three key factors of military supply chain strategy are proposed.
The indicator system of performance evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of supply chain, many scholars have proposed various evaluation indicator systems. These indicator systems can be largely divided into three categories: SCOR, balanced score card and ROF (resource, output and flexible) [4, 5] . However, most of these index systems is introduced based on enterprise supply chain and may not apply to the military supply chain. The indicator system of military supply chain performance evaluation must establish according to its own characteristics [6] .
By reviewing international and domestic supply chain performance evaluation index system, we list out the key factors (resource, output, and the flexible) of supply chain strategy on which the indicator of performance evaluation are based, and break them down into detailed sub-items. Based on these detailed sub-items, we design our performance evaluation indicator system (see Fig.1 Produce flexibility U 33
Supply flexibility U 32 X respectively. The fuzzy evaluation model calculates the value of performance evaluation, sorting into orders the performance of supply chain. The basic steps are as follows:
The determination of indicator weights
Construct the decision matrix of every hierarchy indicators, calculate the maximal eigenvalue and its eigenvectors and educe the relative weights of every hierarchy indicators [7] . Analyze the consistency and error in the decision matrix and reduce the first weights i ω and the second grades indicators ij ω .
The single factor fuzzy evaluation
Construct the factors and evaluation sets of every hierarchy indicators [8] . Set up performance evaluation team and judge indicators. Educe the factor evaluation matrixes of second hierarchy
The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
Educe i X and V accordingg to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 respectively. Ordering the performancee of supply chain according to the value of V.
The fuzzy evaluation model based on hierarchy variable weight
The principle of variable weight is the indicators' weight varies with the indicators' value, in order to make weight can better reflect the corresponding factors role in decision making [9] . The establishment of decision model 2  1  1  2  1  2 , , , , 
Where, 
According to the value of Vn. we can obtain the comprehensive evaluation results. If there are two grades above structure of the indicator system, we can also refer to the above method to calculate.
The determination of mapping function
Mapping function determines the indicator weight of the extent of punishment and reward. Because the actual situation of military supply chain performance evaluation demands punishment range should be larger than the reward [11] , we determine the following mapping function. 
Examples of evaluation
Using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), experts determine the constant weights of indicators, investigate four military supply chain (A1, A2, A3, A4) each secondary grade indicators of single factor valuation. The result of constant weights and single factor valuation is shown in table 1. We can obtain V 3 >V 2 >V 1 >V 4 form the result. Thus, in the four military supply chain, the highest performance is A3, the order of rest supply chain' performance is A2, A1 and A4 in turn. Hierarchical fuzzy evaluation model of variable weight. We calculate the performance evaluation of A3 as an example.
The '  '  '  3  3  3  3  3  1  11  12  13  14  15  11 12  13  14  15 , , , , , , , , '  '  '  3  3  3  3  1  2  3  1  2  3 , , V V V V > > > . Compared with constant weights of fuzzy evaluation, the performance of A3 decreases more than other supply chain. The main reason is that the U22 evaluation value of A3 is much lower than other supply chains, suggesting that the hierarchy fuzzy evaluation model of variable weight can realize the desired effect.
Conclusions
The ultimate goal of military supply chain performance evaluation is to optimize the whole process of supply chain which definitely will reduce the supply time and improve the efficiency of support. In this paper, we designs the indicator of performance evaluation based on the key factors of supply chain strategy, where we combine the fuzzy evaluation with hierarchy variable weight theory to do the performance calculation procedure. Experimental results on a real example demonstrate that our model is more scientific. Moreover, the model proposed in our paper is flexible and thus can be applied to other supply chain performance evaluation.
